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ince moving to Columbus, I’ve found that this city is
what you make of it.
There’s nothing exactly special about the things I
love here. The bars I go to are pretty ordinary and the
food I eat is rarely anything extravagant, but the times I
spend at those places are what make them different.
It’s meeting up with a friend at Chumley’s to dust off the old
schooner. It’s splitting an order of mozzarella sticks from Apollos
at 1:45 a.m. with your roommate because you both spent too much
at the bars that night. Or it’s another one of those late nights, but
this time it’s coffee and cramming with your best friend before a
final at Buckeye Donuts.
And maybe the common denominator in all of this is what
really makes any place special: friends.
Since moving away from campus, I’ve discovered new parts of
Columbus and my friends and I are starting to become frequent
visitors. And that’s what this magazine is about this month:
rounding up your best friends, exploring off the campus bubble,
and finding new favorite spots.
Regardless if your work schedule is insanely packed or nonexistent, the summertime is the best time to explore Columbus.
You don’t need a bunch of days off to make a day trip to Dublin, and
spending a night in Grandview will only cost you a few hours. Besides,
the school year is around the corner and you’ll have plenty of time to
explore campus some more. Make the most of this time.
Beyond throwing some insider tips to exploring a few different
spots in Columbus, we’ve also dished out some tips to make the most of
your summer. We’ve got the details on who to bring to what concerts
taking place at festivals, the free summer flicks that include a few that
are under the stars, an updated list of rooftop bars, and tips ranging
from the best damn vegan barbecue to throwing the best Christmas in
July party because who couldn’t use another weird holiday to drink?
We’ve also got contrasting worlds with two profiles this month.
While OSU student Eddie Boyd recently finished up as one of 10 to
complete the Triple Crown of hiking before 21, the OSU Rocket League
team (you read that correctly) is looking for new members while they
work on putting in more hours in their game that they’ve already
dedicated more than 3,500 hours to (you also read that correctly).
Here’s to exploring.
Cheers,
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Big Picture

The Columbus city skyline.
Photo by Collins Laatsch
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SHIT TO DO
Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by the
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we
are always on the lookout for the next
must see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

6

Aquaria At Axis!

If your nights out have been lacking
the fabulousness that they deserve,
then maybe it is time you leave our
beloved campus bars to see Aquaria’s showstopping drag perform at Axis Nightclub.
Aquaria is known for her high-fashion look
and powerful performance that will make you
feel as if you have been immersed in a new
extravagant world.

Location: Axis Nightclub
COTA: 8

7

Taylor Swift

Since May of this year,
Taylor Swift has been
on her Reputation Tour
which has been smashing boxoffice records with sell-out shows
in massive arenas. Love her or
hate her, this girl is getting paid
and putting on some of the best
live performances right now. Plus,
you gotta admit, she knows how
to write a catchy song. “And the
players gonna hate, hate, hate,
hate…”

Location: The Schottenstein
Center

COTA: 1

7

Jesse McCartney: Better With You Tour

If your 10-year-old selves dream of seeing Jesse McCartney was
crushed by your mom telling you no, then we have news to help you get
past your childhood grudge. Jesse McCartney will be in Columbus for
his Better With You Tour this month. Although he will promote his most recent
album “In Technicolor,” we have no doubt you’ll get to see your teen heartthrob
perform some of your favorite throwbacks like “Beautiful Soul.”

Location: Newport Music Hall
COTA: 1

12

Sugarland: Still The Same
Tour

It’s been over five years since Jennifer Nettles
and Kristian Bush have gone on tour, but lucky
for us they are reunited and back on the road for
their Still the Same Tour. With the duo’s album
release of “Bigger” only one month ago, we
expect the show to be full of brand-new songs.
Considering it has been years since fans have
had the chance to hear them live, we’re all hoping
some of their classic songs like, “Stuck Like Glue”
and “Stay” will also make the cut. Either way,
it’s going to be a powerful performance that any
country music fan should not miss.

Location: The Schottenstein Center
COTA: 1

12

NightLife614 Presents:
The Breakfast Club

If you like food trucks, craft beer and wine, live music and classic
movies, then NightLight 614 is just the spot for you. If you don’t, what
the hell is wrong with you? This outdoor movie theater will start the season with a true
classic, “The Breakfast Club.” If you decide to get tickets to this beloved movie, then we
advise getting them online before July 12 to save some money. Also, make sure you go
early to get a good spot, bring chairs and blankets, and don’t forget your ID because this
is a 21+ event.

Location: Genoa Park
COTA: 1

13

NBA JAM TE Tournament

16-Bit Bar+Arcade will be hosting an NBA Jam Tournament Edition.
The contest is free to enter, and the winner will receive a free entry to
Tecmo Cleveland! And if you lose, who cares! A day spent at the bar
playing classic arcade games and getting drunk is still a good day in our book.

Location: 16-Bit Bar+Arcade
COTA: 1

15

Panic! At The Disco:
Pray For The Wicked Tour

Panic! at the Disco will be in Columbus for
their Pray for the Wicked Tour. The
rock band will start their tour after the release of
their sixth studio album, so this concert should
be full of new songs. Also, Hayley Kiyoko and
Arizona will be touring with them so it will be a
show full of all-star performances.

Location: Nationwide Arena
COTA: 1
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16&30

Columbus Clippers’ Dime-A-Dog Nights

What’s the one thing that could make going to watch a summer
baseball game better? Ten cents hot dogs of course!! The
Columbus Clippers will be selling these dime dogs twice this month
and if hot dogs are your thing, you definitely don’t want to miss out
on this deal. Pro tip: $10 gets you 100 hot dogs which theoretically
could keep you fed for weeks. Just sayin’.

Location: Huntington Park
COTA: 8

21

The Color Run 5K Columbus

Whether you are a seasoned runner or just getting
started, The Color Run is the perfect way to add
some liveliness to your work out. Since you are
guaranteed to get blasted with every color imaginable while running
this 5K, we suggest that you wear white to show off your new vibrant
look. The race starts at 8 a.m. but be sure to get their early, so you
have plenty of time to check-in and checkout the pre-race party!
Location: Downtown Columbus
COTA: 1 or 7

23

Radiohead

With nine albums, 79 award nominations
and 30 plus years under their belts,
Radiohead is still creating music and
currently doing a bit of touring. The band has many popular
singles such as “Paranoid Android” and “Karma Police” that
they have been known to perform, but not “Creep.” They hate
playing that song live. The chance of seeing this widely known
British rock band live is rare, so we recommend you take
advantage of this opportunity, break out your black leather
jacket and see these legends of rock ‘n’ roll.

Location: The Schottenstein Center
COTA: 1

23-28
Restaurant Week

Calling all foodies! It’s July and that means it’s time for
restaurant week, so don’t worry about hitting up the grocery
store because participating restaurants will be serving threecourse meals for a little as $15 per person. Each restaurant
will have a special menu created for the event with options for
carnivores, herbivores, and anyone in between.

Location: Varies
COTA: Varies

23-25
The Ohio State Fair

For the last 143 years, Columbus has been the host of the
Ohio State Fair which is one of the largest state fairs in the
United States. This fair is known for having concerts with top
names in music, food trucks serving fair food classics, livestock
competitions, art exhibits, and most importantly, a cow made
out of butter. Seriously, what more could you even ask for?

Location: Ohio Expo Center
COTA: 1

28

2x2 Hip-Hop
Fest

The fourth
annual 2x2
Hip-Hop Festival is this month
and whether you’re a hiphop fan or not this event
is sure to be a day full
of entertainment. There
will be DJ battles, live
art, food trucks, and live
performances from national
artists like Skyzoo as well as a
chance to check out some of the
local talent creating music.
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Location: West Broad St.
COTA: 1, 10
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Trevor
Noah

If you aren’t getting
enough of Trevor
Noah on The Daily Show, then this news
is bound to make you smile and laugh.
This July he will be coming to Columbus
to perform his stand up, so grab some
tickets and find a friend who also gets
a chuckle out of political satire. Or
bring your aunt who still thinks climate
change isn’t real. Your call.

Location: Celeste Center
COTA: 8
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Crushin’ Hard

From people looking for their

The top @OSUCrush tweets from June

The Ohio State University

LeBron to a helpful dating tip
for single guys, here’s the best
tweets from Crush in June.

1870mag.com/crush
Joined April 2012
Tweets

Following

39.3K
Tweets

214

Followers

Likes

19.1K

Tweets & replies

1,250
Media

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

Someone tall from Akron. With a beard. And tattoos. And three championship rings. And eight straight
finals appearances.

67

613

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

Not these stupid orientation kids who got free iPads with my tuition money..

48

575

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

Not sure why men go to bars to meet women? Go to Target. The female to male ratio is 10 to 1 and they’re
already looking for things they don’t need.

67

495

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Not the assholes who decided to rip up The Oval during the most important season of the year. (dog season obviously)

2

185

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Campus Partners for taking out every good bar on campus and leaving Big Bar. Couldn’t imagine campus
nightlife without walking past a line crawling with high schoolers

10

156

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Me because I lost ten pounds. I’m still very far from my goal but way to go me

1

147

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
You know that feeling when the direct deposit hits?

17

136

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Guys who know how to cook are so fucking hot.

3

135

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Anyone who wants to throw a rager at JOS just to spite that judgmental asshole who complained about a guy dancing at the gym. If you
don’t dance, you’re no friend of mine.
2

123

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Not CampusParc. Why you tryna charge $600 a year to park west of the Olentangy across a damn highway??? F you.

6

14

121
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Seven In 7
S e ve n fr e e fli c ks fo r J u ly
BY W YAT T CRO S H ER

While July is a lot about enjoying the outdoors, living it up in the sun, and
heading to the beach, there’s just something about seeing a movie on a summer
night. Maybe it’s the nostalgia of watching a movie you’ve seen 100 times with
your best friends, or it’s the thrill of catching up with some friends while feasting
your eyes on a film you’ve never seen before.
Well, with these seven opportunities, you can do just that. And here’s the best
part: none of these films will cost you a penny to get in. From catching a flick
under the stars on Gateway plaza to chillin’ out at the Union, here’s seven summer
screenings that you gotta see.

7.10
Captain America: Civil War
@ The Ohio Union
Also in the Senate Chamber is Marvel’s “Captain America: Civil War,” one of the
franchise’s best. Come to the Union for free to watch Cap and Iron Man force the
Avengers to choose sides, leading to some of the most epic fight sequences in any
superhero film to date. Make sure you’ve caught up on your Marvel knowledge
beforehand, though, as this is a pivotal movie for the past and future of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe. In other words, spoilers galore!

7.11
Back to the Future @ Gateway
You don’t need 1.21 gigawatts to see this sci-fi classic. But if you have a DeLorean,
definitely bring it. Gateway is bringing “Back to the Future” back to Columbus for
a free movie on their plaza. Feel free to bring your own chairs or blankets to come
watch the movie, and show up a little early for some special-themed drinks and
World of Beer specials. Marty, you don’t want to miss this one.

7.12
Angels In The Outfield @ Thompson Park, Upper
Arlington
Taking place in Thompson Park, bring your lawn chairs and blankets to this
outdoor movie experience. Upper Arlington is showing this baseball classic
about a kid whose prayers about the California Angels winning the pennant are
answered, by literal angels. This combination of the lovely outdoors and a classic
kids film is too rare to pass up.

16
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7.13
Lion King @ Bexley Pool
Try your hardest to not cry your eyes out in
the beginning of the movie when Mufasa
makes the most malicious move in Disney
movie history. Worst case scenario, just take
some pool water and splash it in your face.
You weren’t crying, there was just something
in your eye. Once you get past that part, it’s
all good. You know and love these characters,
and the heartwarming story can help put your
mind at ease that class kicks up in a few weeks.

7.19
Batman @ The Wexner
Center for the Arts
This month’s Wex Drive-In for the
Wexner Center is “Batman.” No,
not that one, the 1989 one with
Michael Keaton that is criminally
overshadowed because of “The
Dark Knight.” So, now you can see
the classic for free, also with Jeni’s,
along with Hai Poke and Seventh Son
Brewing right in the Wexner Center
Plaza.

7.13

7.25

Coco @ The Columbus
Commons

Spider-Man: Homecoming
@ The Ohio Union

One of Pixar’s latest that is sure to make
you ugly cry is making its way to Columbus
Commons in the middle of the month. This is
another free outdoor movie experience where
you can bring out the lawn chairs and enjoy
a truly impactful film about family. If that all
wasn’t enough Tortilla and Jeni’s will be open
for accommodations so you can cry into some
really amazing ice cream at the worst.

The final Marvel film playing at the
Union Senate Chamber this month
is “Spider-Man: Homecoming,” with
the actor born to play the role, Tom
Holland. Go from rooting for Keaton
as Batman to despising him as the
Vulture in just under a week, and do
it all for free. Mr. Stark, I do feel good
about this one.
1870mag.COM • JULY 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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One Out Of Ten
OSU student puts school on hold to hike the Triple Crown
Photo and sto ry By J uli an Fo gli et t i

I

n the world of adventure sports, few
achievements hold the weight of a
Triple Crown of hiking. A true test
of mental and physical will, only
achieved by some 260 individuals as
verified by its governing body. To complete a Triple Crown, an individual must
complete in entirety the 2,184 miles of the
Appalachian Trail; the grueling 2,654 miles
of the Pacific Crest; and the last and longest
leg of the trail, the Continental Divide,
which reaches 3,100 miles. To thru-hike
one of these trails is an achievement in
itself, to thru-hike all three requires an
individual to walk over 7,900 miles through
the United States. With each hike lasting
between three to seven months, hikers
must learn to depend on themselves, as well
as random acts of kindness from strangers
to make it through the endeavor.
For Eddie Boyd, OSU student and Triple Crowner, completing this feat puts him
in the record books as one of 10 people who
have ever hiked the entire Triple Crown
before the age of 21.
When I first entered his house, Eddie
Boyd was packing for another trail adventure named the Greater Yellowstone Traverse. This trail will consist of 500 miles
crossing the state of Wyoming. In total, it
will take him about a month to complete.
Eddie specializes in unsupported through
hiking, a style of through-hiking where
all food and equipment are carried and
source by the hiker, this stands opposed
to supported hikes, where individuals rely
on a support team to get the food required
while out on the trail.
Growing up in Upper Arlington, Eddie’s
parents were always encouraging him to
the outdoors. His mom, an organizer for
various summer camps, helped to inspire
his love of adventure from a young age.
Early on, Eddie was exposed to camping,
foraging, and species identification which
built the foundation of the skills he uses
in the field. Despite all this, it wasn’t until
high school that Eddie set his sights on his
first thru-hike.

18
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His friend brought up the idea of hiking
through the Appalachian Trail after they
graduated high school. Then the idea started growing. It turned into his senior project. He set out on the trail. And it eventually
took him about four and a half months to
complete the hike. That trail set him on a
new path—literally and figuratively.

“You need time to
figure out who
you are, then you
can figure out
what you want
to do with your
life. For anyone
thinking of taking
a gap year, I would
recommend it, just
like I recommend
everyone tries a
thru-hike."
The trail was supposed to be a one year
gap year, but Eddie had caught the hiking
bug and the success of a Triple Crown soon
became a driving force in his life. After
convincing his parents of the validity of
what he hoped to accomplish, Eddie began
preparations to finish both the Pacific Crest
Trail and Continental Divide in the next
two years.
“There definitely was something driving about the difficulty of the hikes and the
fact that so few my age had finished,” Eddie
recalled.
It was through this accomplishment
that Eddie began to learn more about
himself, and the path he wanted to go down
once he entered the academic world.
“Prior to hiking, I was aiming for a

finance major, something traditional,” he
said. “However, I quickly realized once on
the trail that this was something I wanted
to be doing my whole life. I knew I wanted
to base my life around the ability to hike
as often as I could, as well as contribute to
the hiking community.”
It was this understanding that motivated Eddie to begin environmental studies
at Ohio State, where he hopes to continue
to help in protecting the lands he loves so
much, as well as to help establish new trails
throughout the United States.
“You need time to figure out who you
are, then you can figure out what you want
to do with your life. For anyone thinking
of taking a gap year, I would recommend
it, just like I recommend everyone tries a
thru-hike. You learn so much about yourself
that you can apply later. It gives you a
specific confidence that you can make it
through anything because of the incredible
obstacles you face and need to overcome on
the trail”
When asked about the return to student
life, Eddie brought up the difficulty of seeing many of his friends graduating while he
was just starting.
“It’s strange, because I’ve just finished
my first semester, and many of them are on
their last. It’s necessary for the end to allow
me to do what I want to do though, and
college offers a backup plan for my life, a
major reason why I pursue it.”
Going forward Eddie hopes to bring his
skills to others, offing guiding services to
hikers and outdoorsman all over the U.S.
“If I can build a career that allows me to
spend as much time on the trail as possible,
then I’ve done it right.” •

Eddie began his latest hike on
June 25 and expects to finish
by the end of July. After this
completion, he will begin his
second semester at OSU.
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Ready Player
One, Two,
And Three
OSU’s Rocket League squad looks to
build after successful 2017 campaign
By TJ Neer

I

t’s Saturday night with the boys. Everyone came over looking for something to do, but no one ever has any
ideas of things to actually do.
“We could… go to a bar?” one of
your friends will probably suggest.
“Nah. I’m too broke,” another friend will
probably respond.
When you are too broke for the bars,
and feeling lazy, what else to turn to besides
video games? You already paid for the game,
your fridge might have a few beers still rolling around from the last party, and you can
do the old taking turns with the controller
trick. Of course, the best games to play with
a group of friends are the competitive ones.
Fortnite has taken the world by storm (no
pun intended). Ultimate teams in FIFA and
NBA 2K have depleted your bank account
with all the microtransactions. And of
course, Rocket League, the simple $20 game
that consists of chasing a gigantic soccer ball
with high speed remote controlled cars, will
forever be a go-to.
When you’re messing around with your
friends playing car-soccer (known affectionately as soccar), you probably have some
sweet moments—whether you get a perfect
side swipe or a game-changing save—and
those tastes of victory help mask the flavor
of defeat against the sweaty 14-year-olds
online. But for us who take to Rocket

League as a means of entertainment, escaping the workload
of school, and releasing stress
via electronics, it’s a whole new
game—quite literally—for the Ohio
State Rocket League Team.
The young team was formed in fall of
2017, and has been competing since—including a national runner-up finish soon after
the team came to fruition.
Zach Dell, the coach and manager of the
team, oversees practices, training and tryouts—yes, tryouts—for the team. This isn’t
some random matchmaking lobby. This is
serious business. Dell handles the oversight
of the team. He checks out potential new
team members to see how they’ll fit into the
squad. And he makes sure the team keeps a
high morale because anyone who’s played
Rocket League knows one thing: it is frustrating as hell.
Dell is also the man in charge of in-game
decisions for the two OSU Rocket League
squads, but don’t expect this coach to just
sit on the sidelines. When needed, Dell can
step in and provide a spark to the team and
help assist them to victory. It helps that he
spends a lot of his time studying upcoming
opponents and deciding the best ways to
attack their weaknesses.
Currently, the starting roster for the
team is Jbob (Jimmy Bauer), Kiingz (Aaron
Nikolai) and Vortex (Ben Friedberg), who’ve
been around since the beginning. However,
it hasn’t all been smooth for OSU Rocket
League. The team came to fruition because
of OSU missing a qualifier round, actually.
“I met Kiingz after that qualifier and
knew that once I found a third we’d have a
shot to win it all,” Bauer said.
Turns out he didn’t have to look far. The
team’s third starter—Vortex—was already a
friend of Bauer’s from being highly ranked,
and it just so happened that Vortex was
coming to Ohio State. With the trio, Ohio

State finished as a
national runner-up.
You might be reading this
thinking you and your best pals might be
able to come together and challenge the
team. I thought so myself while writing. But
don’t be foolish. While most of us spend our
times chasing the ball on the ground, the
OSU Rocket League Team can pretty well
play any ball. Off the ground, in the air, hell,
they probably can figure out a way to get
under the ground.
Still not convinced? I wasn’t either. So I
asked for proof.
And they let me watch a stream of practice. Yup, Bauer was not exaggerating. The
team regularly seemed to be flying to hit the
ball. They rotated flawlessly from passing to shooting to defense. There were no
easy goals, either—everything came about
because the team had meticulously taken
boosts from the field away from the other
team and outmaneuvered them.
Dell provided play-by-play for me—and
boy, was there a lot to take in.
On any given kickoff, the team has
one person going toward the ball and two
splitting to the sides for boost. Dell made
comments on things as trivial as turning
to the left or right to position yourself on
the ball. In the span of 30 seconds, Dell
had spoken about what felt like a million
micro-decisions that impacted how well the
team performed.
And that was all during a practice. Are
you convinced yet?
People new to the game who are told
that it’s soccer with cars and are probably
low Bronze I players, Dell says. As for the
Buckeyes on the cyber soccer field, they are
all Grand Champions—literally. Like all the
other sport teams on Ohio State’s campus,
there’s a gap of almost 25 million people
between scrubs like you and I and the members of OSU’s team. •

Looking to join the squad? Shoot an email to OhioStateRocketLeague@gmail.
com to get the ball rolling. Don’t wait up either! You gotta get in before August
if you want to compete in the fall competitions.

20
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Jbob - Jacob Bauer
Favorite Vehicle: Roadhog XL
Hours playing Rocket League: ~3500
Signature/Favorite move:
Backwall Shots or Flip Resets
Favorite non-Rocket League game:
All-time Halo 3, now probably Realm Royale

Kiingz - Aaron Nikolai
Favorite Vehicle: Octane
Hours playing Rocket League: 1250
Signature/Favorite move: Dribble fake
Favorite non-Rocket League game:
Runescape

Vortex Ben Friedberg

Favorite Vehicle: Octane
Hours playing Rocket League: 3600
Signature/Favorite Move:
Off-wall redirects
Favorite non-Rocket League game:
Fortnite, but it’s always changing
1870mag.COM • JULY 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Q: When was the first exact moment (to
the day, hour, minute) that you picked up
a baseball mitt? I remember my first baseball glove—I was 6 and used it all the way up
through coach pitch.
Q: Why was baseball your first love over
any other sport? I was born into a baseball
family. My older brothers all played baseball,
and my parents love the game. My dad grew
up a Cubs fan, and my mom was a Cardinals
fan. So, I grew up a Cardinals fan.
Q: Who was your favorite player growing
up? My favorite player growing up was Albert
Pujols. Now, it’s Clayton Kershaw.
Q: Who was your least favorite player
growing up?My least favorite player is
Barry Bonds.
Q: What put you over the edge of wanting
to play at Ohio State? Ohio State gave me
everything I wanted in a school. Good education, the opportunity to play competitive D1
baseball, and the opportunity to lead Young
Life in central Ohio.
Q: What’s been your favorite moment
playing as a Buckeye? My favorite moment
was getting to send TTUN home in the Big
Ten Tournament this year. The headset was in
full force.
Q: What’s your nickname on the team,
and what do you wish your nickname
was? My nickname is Mags—it’s been like
that since 7th grade and I like it a lot.
Q: What sport would you have the lowest
chance of going professional in?
Hockey, easily.
Q: Favorite meal after games?
Chik-Fil-A, another gimme.

with

Andrew Magno
by Ch r i s P e n n i n gto n

He pounds wings, throws heaters, and loves his own smile.
He’s just like you and me, if we could throw heaters and actually liked our own smile. Junior Andrew Magno is enjoying his
routine as a pitcher on the Ohio State Baseball team. Growing
up, loving baseball from a young age was a necessity in his
home, and playing the sport came naturally as a result.
Magno is originally from Dublin, Ohio, where he was a
standout pitcher at Dublin Scioto High School. He’s stayed
local by competing at Ohio State, and he keeps his free time
busy by helping out the local scene in Groveport at the Grove-
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port Madison High School for the non-profit organization,
Young Life. He’s truly an Ohio boy to the core.
Being a relief pitcher can be a little tedious at times, but
Magno is living his best life, and helping build a strong brotherhood with his teammates at the same time. Whether it’s
wearing a ridiculous headset or performing on the diamond,
he’s a clubhouse favorite, a staple in the Buckeye locker room,
and the next person to sit down with me for another installment of Sidelines.
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Q: Most wings you’ve ever put down at
Quaker Wing Night? 34—it was a tough
night. The fries are the silent killer. So good. So
dangerous.
Q: What’s your best physical feature? I’d
say my smile.
Q: Why should a high school baseball
player want to play for Ohio State? Guys
should come to play at Ohio State because of
the rich tradition you get to carry on. You’ll
meet some of your best friends playing the
game you love on the highest collegiate level.
Most of all—you have a ton of fun doing it.
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date night
Three-course meal deals
to keep your belly and
your bank account full
by Julian Fog l i ett i

iving by the university, it’s easy
to miss out on all the things
Columbus has to offer. While
regular meals for students range
from Canes and Cazuelas to the
occasional trip to Condado, our
city has far more to offer us in terms
of culinary craftsmanship. While the
thought of leaving the university district
may strike fear in the pocketbooks of
many a student, the deals available
with (614)’s Restaurant Week—which
runs from July 23-28—give the perfect
opportunity to treat your partner to a

Balboa: $25

Columbus Fish Market: $30

1312 Grandview Ave.

1245 Olentangy River Rd.

If seafood means extravagance, but you
or your date is getting a little tired of that
two for $20 at Red Lobster, now is the
perfect time to experience the Columbus
Fish Market. You’ll start your dining with
a choice of two salads—pretty normal—
but things take off after that. The safe bet
is to try the shrimp lo mein, but a true
foodie will go after the seafood paella
which comes with clams, mussels, shrimp,
calamari, scallops, chorizo, peppers, and
saffron rice. It’s a mouthful of components,
but each one is every bit flavorful and
important to the overall taste. Finish the
meal off with a vanilla bean creme brulee
and head home knowing your living large
on the cheap.

Hubbard Grill: $30
793 N. High St.

Sitting in the heart of the Short North
Arts District, Hubbard Grille is an ideal
option before a Friday night on the
town with friends. Its spacious interior
and side patio offer plenty of seating
options for you and your significant
other, making it a great double date
spot. Meatatarians can dive into the
chimichurri sirloin or the organic panseared salmon while vegheads can
put down some asparagus ravioli that
was locally sourced. The one thing
carnivores and vegetarians can agree
on? Jalapeño cornbread. And that’s how
you should start your date night bites
here. Just make sure you save room for
the charred pineapple-blueberry upside
down cake—again, sharing is an option
when it comes to the third course.
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special meal from a place you’ve never
ventured to.
So instead of heading out to the
same date spot you’ve been taking your
boo to the last few months and rather
than forcing down another burger from
McDonald’s, use the end of the month
to treat yourself and your significant
other to a nice dinner. Though menu
prices for Restaurant Week can reach
up to $40 per person, the five spots on
this list won’t run you any more than
$30 per person meaning you can treat
your boo without hurting your wallet.
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Grabbing dinner for a date night doesn’t
mean you have to be dressed up in your
best button down, sometimes it’s as
simple as grabbing some casual eats at
an urban and hip spot. That’s exactly
what you’ll be doing at Balboa. You have
three options for your first course—street
corn lollipops, oysters, and a chilled
brisket salad—but the true lovers know
oysters are the way to go on date night.
Ever heard of an aphrodisiac? Google it.
Your main course offers tacos, shrimp
enchiladas, and sope. You could go the
safe route and each get tacos, but where’s
the fun in that? Instead, you get one thing
and your significant other gets something
else. This shouldn’t be about one or the
other, it should be one and the other.
Cap off your Spanish-inspired cuisine
with some of the most iconic desserts,
most notably the empanada. With some
pineapple, cream cheese, churro dust (a
fancy way of saying a mixture of sugar and
cinnamon), strawberry hibiscus coulis,
and shaved white chocolate... Maybe go
ahead and double down here and get two
empanadas as your third course.

The Old Mohawk: $20
819 Mohawk St.

Nestled in German Village sits a
restaurant with roots dating back to
1933 post-prohibition America. Luckily
things have changed and liquor is
back on the menu. Now in its current
state, the Old Mohawk offers entree
options such as center cut sirloin and
wild mushroom ravioli that would
typically run you about $20 per entree.
Notice how this entire three-course
meal only costs $20 per person? Yup,
that’s a steal. The Old Mohawk is a
tough opportunity to pass up. They
must’ve known a few OSU students
will be coming too with their buckeye
millionaire
dessert
option—three
layers of chocolate mousse, peanut
butter cheesecake, and whipped cream
on a pecan crust.

Lemongrass: $30
641 N. High St.

For anyone looking to get outside of
the box in terms of food, Lemongrass’s
offering is the perfect option for you.
While the edamame is a sure-fire goto for vegetarians out there, the mini
tartar catches my eye. It’s fresh tuna
seasoned with cajun spices and served
with avocado, pickled ginger, crispy
noodles, mint wasabi, and ginger soy.
Lemongrass’s menu will also be geared
to seafood lovers as the stuffed salmon,
seafood basil, and two sushi specials
hit the discounted menu. The first
roll, the red dragon roll, brings shrimp
tempura and cucumber topped with
tuna, spicy mayo, and Sriracha while
the other roll, devil’s breath, showcases
tuna and salmon over a California roll
with jalapenos, spicy mayo, Sriracha,
and black tobiko. Round out your
meal by each splitting a creme brulee
cheesecake and a triple chocolate
mousse cake, or just be selfish and not
let your significant other even try a bite.

Restaurant Week runs from July 23-28
and will benefit Columbus Humane. $1
will be donated to Columbus Humane
for every Restaurant Week photo tagged
#EAT614 on Instagram during the week
up to $5,000. For more info, check out
Eat614.com.
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Summer Jam West (Hilltop)
7.14 Zoo Trippin

fest
with the

best
Concerts coming to Ohio and who to bring with you
by Wyatt Crosh er

W

hen summer rolls around, all the hottest festivals break out and bring in some of
the best performers in the entertainment industry. But, unfortunately, most of these
awesome adventures take place in a different state leaving us to living vicariously
through our rich friends on Instagram and catching up on the moments with those
crappy YouTube videos someone took on their cracked iPhone.
I’m here to tell you that you don’t need to leave Ohio to enjoy a festival, in fact, you hardly have to drive an hour in any direction to find one. From comedy and throwback jams at the
Ohio State Fair to smooth jazz and ribs on the Scioto Mile at the Jazz and Rib Festival, here’s
the concerts and performances you can’t miss this summer.

Get ready for some grassroots, as Summer Jam
West looks to grab your interest in the middle
of the month. The event takes place in Westgate Park from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and features five
artists, including Zoo Trippin’, a group of five
who implement various genres into their work,
but while always fusing it with a basis of rock.
The group has a unique style to them, and often
bring guests to spice up their already impressive
live shows. Best of all? It’s free.

Who to Take: An older sibling
This is an event for some more mature, more
cultured folk, as there are a lot of featured artists
to go along with the music, and an older brother
or sister should appreciate all that it has to offer.
Zoo Trippin’ has a more mature sound, and their
fusion of genres and guests makes for a fun live
show that should really go over well with your
older sibling.

Creekside Live (Gahanna)
7.13 Hebdo and Doc Robinson
For one of the July editions of Creekside Live,
rock’n’roll group Doc Robinson headlines the
event. Supported by the Gahanna Parks and
Recreation Foundation, this duo makes “backyard BBQ breakup music” according to their own
website. The group prides themselves on being
catchy and nostalgic, and you can catch them
along with folk artist Hebdo for free.

Who to Take: Your hipster friend
Doc Robinson goes for an old-fashioned feel, and
they feel absolutely perfect for that one friend
looking to get on something unique. Their sound
has enough oldies in it to gain respect from even
the snobbiest of music listeners, while putting
a unique flair that makes their sound their own.

Jazz and Rib Fest
7.22 Dave Koz and Friends
Hot ribs and cool jazz? Sounds perfect to me,
and that is exactly what is happening in Downtown Columbus from July 20-22. The event is
free, and American saxophonist Dave Koz is the
major headliner, along with other major names
he is bringing along.

Springsfest (Yellow Springs)
7.7 CAAMP
Coming to the Yellow Springs Springsfest lineup is none other than the Columbus-native
group, CAAMP. The male duo combines banjo and guitar into a unique experience, and is
known for a genuine sound that sounds like it’s
from the heart. You can see the duo, as well as
many other groups, for $55 general admission.
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Who to Take: Your sister
CAAMP offers a laid back type of sound that
is great for a family experience, and wouldn’t
it be nice to take your sister somewhere to
something you will both enjoy? Even if the answer is no, take your sister, she should enjoy
this music regardless in her musical preference, as CAAMP offers something new and
enjoyable to all.
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Who to Take: Your dad
I mean, who else appreciates jazz more than
your dad? This is a free event, check. There is
smooth jazz and some major names that your
dad should totally be into, check. And, maybe
most importantly, there are ribs to go along with
it, so check mate. This should be quality time
with your father, and an experience you both
can enjoy.

Ohio State Fair
7.27 TLC
From July 25 - August 5, the Ohio State
Fair will take place at the Ohio Expo Center, and among the various events taking
place there, TLC will be performing. The fair
has rides, exhibits and, of course, concerts,
and T-Boz and Chilli will look to light up the
stage on the 27th. General admission tickets will run at $8 and tickets to TLC are as
low as $40.

Who to Take: Your mom
Your mom didn’t go chasing waterfalls in
the 90s for a reason, and she would love
to experience the return of this hit hip-hop
group whenever she has a chance. There are
loads of events to enjoy with your mother
before the main event, and when the time
comes, you will gain some major brownie
points when “No Scrubs” is performed.

2x2 Fest
7.28 Skyzoo and Apollo Brown
Hip-hop artists Skyzoo and Apollo Brown
will be taking center stage at the 2x2 HipHop Festival at the back end of July. If you
weren’t sure, this festival is rap-centered,
and is taking place on W. Broad St. and features a handful of up-and-coming acts looking to electrify the stage. Tickets are $10 or
$15 at the gate.

Who to Take: Your partying friend
This show is going to be a whole lot of hype,
and it takes that one friend that’s looking
for the hype to go with. Skyzoo and Apollo
Brown won’t hold anything back and have
some fiery bars under their belt, so look for
this event to get rowdy, and to have that
friend that will be just as excited about the
intensity on display.
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How to celebrate Christmas in July
by Ghe z a l B a r g h o u t y

or a lot of us, Christmas really is the most wonderful time
of the year. The holiday brings with it the ultimate cuddle
weather, a break from classes and real life, and most
importantly—for some—an excuse to get drunk with your
closest family and friends. Though the warmer months
are the best time for day drinks and outdoor activities, they haven’t been
known for their holiday spirit—except for the month of July, a time in
which all our Christmas dreams resurface before winter hits.
Luckily, all you need is a good group of friends and some leftover

holiday spirit to make your own Christmas in July celebration one to
remember. This month, do as those in the Southern Hemisphere do and
experience the holidays minus the cold, miserable weather. You never
know, you might like summer Christmas a lot better and decide to quit
your job, break up with your significant other and uproot your life to
Australia—but you didn’t get that idea from me.
Whether you’re looking for an event to hit up or planning a shindig
of your own, here’s 10 things I recommend if you’re planning on asking
Santa to make his way to Columbus this July:

1

Make sure to get summer-appropriate, holiday apparel:

2

It’s not Christmas without an ugly sweater, but I wouldn’t call 90-degrees “sweater-weather.”
I recommend grabbing some scissors and your favorite holiday-themed sweater or shirt and
making your own ugly sweater crop top. It’s a win-win—you won’t be too warm, you’re still in
the holiday spirit, and best of all, all your friends will be jealous they didn’t think of it first.
If, like me, an ugly sweater isn’t your vibe, I’d recommend you op for a holiday bro tank or
Santa-themed Hawaiian shirt.

Create a menu of the best holiday-themed food/drinks:
Give Christmas staples like hot chocolate and desserts a summer makeover. Serve frozen hot
chocolate for a refreshing take on a classic, add peppermint and/or candy canes to your s’mores
recipe on a summer night, or take traditional cookie cutters like Santa Clause or snowflakes and use
them to cut fruit such as watermelon or pineapple—that way you still get a sweet kick, but not at the
risk of your summer bod, take it from me.

3

Don’t. Forget. The. Booze:
The alcohol is probably the most necessary piece in the how-to-Christmas in July puzzle. It’s no secret that
booze only makes any celebration better, so I wouldn’t take the risk and skip out. If you’re looking to branch
out from Jello shots, my advice is to take classic summer cocktails and give them a Christmas twist. For
example, make strawberry and lime margaritas for the perfect red and green effect. If you’re up for it, take out
that leftover Christmas ale you’ve been storing in your basement or go a little fancy and make some minty hot
chocolate shots or frozen eggnog—you really can’t go wrong with Holiday alcohol.
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4

Give the snowmen a break:
We can all agree Ohio weather is insane, so who am I to assume it won’t snow in the middle of
July? BUT, hoping that I’m right, it’s safe to say you won’t be building a snowman anytime soon.
Fortunately, beaches and lakes (and many of campus’ volleyball courts) have sand, so you can still
celebrate the holidays by building your very own Sandman. A little offbeat of an idea, I know, but
with buckets-full of water, it’s not impossible. Just give it a try.

6

5

Swap snowballs for water balloons:

Snowball fights are iconic of the winter months and they’re always making appearances in every
Christmas movie. Though we won’t be getting snow, having a water balloon fight is definitely a
good idea in the summer. Find all the white water balloons you can, fill ‘em up, and start throwing
them at your friends. Your lips won’t be blue from the cold and you’ll be able to prevent potential
heat stroke, so if anything, this is safer than a snowball fight, too.
Side note: don’t act like you’re too old for water balloons. No one is too old for water balloons.

Have a bonfire for the perfect fireplace alternative:

Nothing says Christmas like chestnuts roasting on an open fire, at least according to the song. But
as much as we’d like to, getting the fireplace started in the summer isn’t helping anyone. However,
on those chilly summer nights take your holiday party outside and sing carols around the bonfire.
You might reek of firewood and lighter fluid afterwards, but it’ll all be worth it.

7
8
9
10

COSI After Dark – Christmas in July (7.12)
The Center of Science and Industry will hosts its own summer holiday party on Thursday, July 12, but beware,
it’s only 21 and up. Adults will be able to explore all that COSI has to offer with the special holiday-themed activities. Guests will be able to participate in a midsummer snowball fight, take photos with reindeer and even
meet Santa—all with the added bonus of booze.

Zoombezi Bay Christmas in July (7.23-29)

The water park in Dublin, Ohio will celebrate Christmas in July in a week long event from July 23-29
and will transform into a holiday haven with decorations, snow flurries, and pop-up holiday parties.
You’ll be able to cool off from the summer heat while experiencing the true meaning of Christmas in
July—all at a discounted price if you get your tickets through D-Tix.

Ugly Sweater Day 5K/10K (7.7-31)
Ugly Sweater Day is celebrated in December, but the annual, virtual 5K and 10K
runs all year long. If you’re unlike pretty much everyone and feel like spending the
“holiday” being active, this is a good option. All you have to do is pay the $9 entry fee,
complete your race anytime you want, and submit your time. All participants will be
sent an ugly sweater medal and official bib.

Movies By Moonlight: Elf (7.24)

It’s everyone’s favorite Christmas movie and you never really need much of an excuse to
watch it for the millionth time. This screening gives you the chance to catch the famous flick
under the stars at Easton Town Center and won’t cost you a penny. You’re encouraged to
bring blankets, pillows, and popcorn, but how festive is that? If you aren’t eating spaghetti
with M&Ms, maple syrup, rainbow sprinkles, marshmallows, chocolate syrup, and a Pop
Tart, you’re doing it wrong.
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CortneyO’Neal

is a bartender at the O and has been serving your Beat the Clock drinks since August of 2016.

Odes to the O

“The day we’ve all been
dreading is here at last. The
end of liquid dope. The end of
skipping Friday classes to
commence your Friday blackout at Beat the Clock.
The end of the O Patio and i Bar. I’m not crying,
you’re crying.
I’ve come to realize that working at a campus bar
is somewhat of an alternate universe for a bartender.
Minimal rules and zero fucks given on a nightly basis.
And the customer is most certainly not always right.
The most fun, exciting “job” I could’ve asked for when
I moved here.
I am forever grateful for the lifelong friendships
I’ve made and all the awesome people I’ve met since

Hannah Cooper

is a fourth-year senior who sat as the lone
Cubs fan in a room full of Indian fans during
the 2016 World Series.

W

BY 1 8 70 s ta f f • P h oto by J u l i a n F o g l i e t t i

atching our beloved campus bars get
shut down to make room for luxury
apartments and shopping centers
never gets easier, and this most
recent loss is hitting us pretty hard.
The O Patio and Pub was closed at
the end of June, which leaves us all to wonder: where are we
to go to drink a $2 pitcher of Coors Light while rocking that
Lakers jersey we stole from our freshman hookup Brad?
We have the answers. O Patio has full plans to reopen on
West Lane with wood fire pizza hopefully by football season.
Until then, the Beat the Clock party will carry on at Lucky’s
Stout House. And that could be worse. A bar that does Power
Hour on Saturday and Beat the Clock throughout the week?
Yikes.
And while the bar’s current spot won’t live on, the
memories we made there will. These cherished memories,
from bartenders to bar flies, are bound to make you smile, and
probably cringe a little, as they remind you of your favorite
times spent at the O.
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Matt Foell

is a fifth-year senior who’s “that guy” you
could find at the O every Friday night. (And
we mean that in a good way.)

“My favorite memory at the O
is easily the Easter Egg hunt they have
every Spring. At Beat the Clock, there is always
a designated time where they have kids rush
frantically into the bar trying to find Easter eggs
that contain drink deals. It’s hilarious to watch
and to be a part of. Never ever, will I forget those
moments at the O. It will be missed...”

“My favorite memory from the O
is the night of the Cubs vs Indians Game
7 of the World Series. Being in the minority as a
Cubs fan, surrounded by mostly Indians fans made
the game even more intense for me. The game turned
out in my favor and I was able to experience one of
the most exciting things as a sports fan at one of my
favorite campus bars!”

Kayla Kaminskie

is a senior who used to study at the O, which is
questionable, but who are we to judge?

“I loved the O! My favorite memory
is the time I saw a man fully dressed as
a teddy bear who refused to reveal his identity. My
favorite part about the O was once I realized I was
automatically connected to the Wi-Fi. That is when the
bonding experience truly began. Words cannot describe
how much I will miss beat the clock. I won’t even be able
to make it to the last one. “

I was a wee newbie in i Bar. I’ll miss the 24-hour
game day shifts, ragers in i Bar, seeing familiar
faces on campus that threw up on the bar the night
before, crazy brawls, and getting a little too drunk
on the job (oops).
With that being said, to:
Shane Piche,
My fellow coworkers,
Our loyal regulars,
The fools that order well Bud Lights,
The pizza fiends,
The impatient douchebags,
And the rest of the crazies that gave the bar a
purpose,
… Thanks for a great two years. Much love!! “

Tony Jackson

is a fifth-year senior who lived near the
O and usually found his way there after
long days of class.

“My favorite memory from
the O is the time I had just finished a
huge final and was worn out on my way home. My
walk happened to be right by the O and my friends
called to me from the patio. I went up and spent
the evening relaxing and having pitchers! But my
favorite part about the O was the patio itself. There
is nothing better than having a cold pitcher of beer
out in the sun. I will greatly miss Beat the Clock!
Nowhere in the greater campus area is there a
better celebration of the good old fashion pitcher.
Pour one out for Beat the Clock.”

Aleah Whitacre and Ped Paul
contributed to this article.
Have a memory you want to share
about the O? Hit us up on Twitter
(@1870Mag) or shoot us an email at
editor@1870mag.com!
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Elevated Drinking
An updated guide to drinking high in the sky
BY Sy dn e y R i dd l e

D

rinking alcohol is fun. Drinking alcohol on the roof of a building? Even better. Rooftop bars are an ever growing
hip new trend in Columbus that have a reminiscent feel of block on game days, pounding a random mixed drink
on an elevated surface while an electronic remix of Despacito blares in the background, except far more sophisticated and adult like. Here are a few bars that provide a rooftop for you to enjoy a drink high in the sky.

Seventh Son Brewing Co.
There’s never a bad day at Seventh Son. Is it hot and sunny? The rooftop patio is a
perfect spot to chill for the day. Need to escape the rain and catch a buzz? Allow
Seventh Son to take care of the precipitation with their retractable glass rooftop.
You really won’t ever have a good enough excuse for not coming here.

Brewdog Franklinton
Brewdog has renovated an old factory for their new tap room in Franklinton. This
trendy bar is spacious and very outdoorsy with its rooftop patio lined with picnic
tables, a firepit with couches, and cute string lights that glow when day drinking
turns into a late night. Be warned, though, they don’t have TVs so you’ll be forced to
talk to the people you came with.

Platform Beer Co.

Seventh Son Brewing Co.

Photo by Collin Laatsch

Platform knows we love rooftop patios so much that they added two of them. Kick
back a beer or seven on the main level, or elevate your game to the top-floor rooftop. Either way, the city will serve as your backdrop and send plenty of Snapchats to
your friends who still waste their time drinking on ground level.

Juniper
On the roof of the Smith Brothers Hardware building, this bar boasts an up close
and personal view of the Columbus skyline. But there is a catch. Pretty much everyone is after this view—especially old people getting married (gross!)—so make sure
the space isn’t reserved for the night before heading over.

Novak’s Tavern & Patio
Keep your frills, thrills, and life-sized Jenga games to yourself. There’s no need for
any of that at Novak’s Tavern & Patio. Instead, this simple and straight up bar offers
the one thing we are really looking for when we are going out: booze. Having more
space thanks to some renovations a few years back only makes drinking on this
rooftop that much better.

The Big Bar & Grill
If you are 18-years-old and wondering where the hell you can hang for a night, Big
Bar is here to help. Big Bar is the only bar on Ohio State’s campus still running 18+
nights so while you can’t legally drink here, you can still get down to some EDM
while you get up to the rooftop patio.
BREWDOG
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Photo by Collin Laatsch
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Snap, Crackle, Drink

Fireworks and alcohol are two things that
should definitely be kept at a safe distance
from each other. Here’s one game that will let
you enjoy fireworks and considerable amounts
of alcohol, as long as the fireworks are being
set off by a sober, licensed professional. Here
are some sample rules to follow, but feel free
to make up your own:

Star
Spangled
And Hammered
Four score a n d sev e n b eers ago. . .
he Fourth of July is awesome at any age.
When you’re a kid, there’s nothing more
fun than watching fireworks and swindling your parents to buy one of those
overpriced light-up toys at the show.
When you’re in college, there’s nothing more fun to take a break from your
summer classes or job to drink all day and
maybe rally to watch some fireworks. But once that single
day in July moves on, those patriotic vibes are still floating
in the air. I mean, who can resist a can of Natty Light with
the American flag on it and not want to start day drinking?
Whether it’s the Fourth of July, the second week of
July, or just some random Thursday afternoon, here’s some
drinking games that would make our forefathers proud.

T
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BY Sara Stacy

American Flag Beer Pong

If you’re looking to play something basic like beer pong, it’s crucial
to spruce it up in order to honor America’s big day. Instead of
arranging the cups in a very unpatriotic pyramid, arrange them
like an American flag:

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1: Three blue cups, followed by four red cups
2: Three blue cups, followed by four white cups
3: Three blue cups, followed by four red cups
4: All white cups
5: All red cups

The game should be played like traditional beer bong, with the
only rule variation being no re-racks.

Take a drink any time you
hear fireworks or firecrackers
throughout the day.
During the show, take a drink for
any single firework shot off.
Take two drinks any time you think
the show is over, but it’s actually
just a pause.
Chug your drink during the finale.

Spirits and Sparklers
Sparklers lose their novelty with age, but
there’s nothing a little alcohol can’t make fun
once again. Gather your group and hand everyone a sparkler. Everyone lights theirs at the
same time. Once lit, finish your drink before
the sparkler goes out. Refill, relight, and repeat.

Red, White and Booze

Have your group sit in a circle. The first person
has to name something that is red, the next
something white, the next something blue and
then start over. The point is to go fast and not
use the color name at all. If someone hesitates,
says the color or says an object that isn’t the
correct color, they have to drink. •
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arbecues are far from being an ideal situation for plant-based eaters. Between hot dogs, burgers, and ribs, one can be
hard pressed to find a mere vegetable untouched by meat or some form of cheese at a cookout. However, there are
more than enough plant-based recipes and dishes available at any supermarket that definitely deserve a spot at any
barbecue. Here are a few suggestions for vegans who don’t want to spend too much time in the kitchen, and recipes for the
more advanced plant-based chefs.

Sides
Beginner
Canned Baked Beans: No cookout is complete
without baked beans. Sure, you could spend all
day simmering those bad boys from scratch,
but you would definitely rather be using that
time to day drink. While simply heating up
some vegetarian baked beans will do the trick
(Amy’s and Bush’s Vegetarian Baked Beans
are good brands to look for), you can make
them even better by adding in some brown
sugar, dijon mustard and barbecue sauce.
Advanced
Thai Barbecue Cauliflower: If you’re looking
for something that’ll hit the spot, look no further. Curry might seem a little out of place at
a cookout, but making it in the form of cauliflower “wings” is sure to be a crowd pleaser.
Ingredients:
1 head of cauliflower
Raw vegetables, for serving (optional)
Marinade:
3/4 cup canned coconut milk
10 garlic cloves
3 tablespoons cornstarch or arrowroot starch
2 tablespoons curry powder
1-2 tablespoons Sriracha
1 tablespoon brown sugar
Juice from one lemon
Sea salt for taste
Mix up the marinade ingredients in a blender or by hand until smooth. Let cauliflower
florets marinade for ten minutes. Spread cauliflower out on baking sheet and bake at 375
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degrees until tender on the inside and crispy
on the outside. Serve with raw veggies, such
as peppers, carrot sticks or celery.
Recipe adapted from onegreenplanet.org.

Main Course
Beginner
There are countless options for veggie burgers in the freezer aisle at any grocery store.
Personally, I love the Dr. Praeger’s All-American burgers. They’re hearty, tasty and pack
a punch without having any soy or gluten ingredients. If you want to really feel like you’re
biting into something meat-like, try the Beyond Meat burger. It’s made from pea protein
and uses beet juice to create a texture similar
to a real burger. Just pop one of those babies
on the grill and no one will even be the wiser
about your plant-based burger.
Advanced
Wanting to whip up something yourself? Veggie burgers are easy to put together and super
customizable. Just start with hearty lentils or
beans and add-in grains, cooked veggies, spices, and some sort of binding agent. Here’s a
basic recipe that can be customized and will
give you something hearty to bite into.
Staples:
1 onion, diced
1 garlic clove
½ teaspoon salt
Oil for cooking
Mix and match:
2 cups cooked veggies
1 cup cooked grains
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1 ½ cups cooked legumes (keep the liquid)
1 ½ binding agent (e.g. chia seeds, flax seeds,
avocado, chopped nuts)
3 teaspoons spices
½ cup of dry base (e.g. almond meal, garbanzo bean flour, cornmeal, ground oats)
Saute onions, garlic and veggies until soft.
Pulse all ingredients together in a food processor until mixed, but make sure there is still
some texture. Form patties, but if the mixture
is too dry you can add some of the leftover
legume juice. If it’s too wet, add more of the
dry base. Let the patties rest in the fridge for
30 minutes. Cook patties on the skillet or on
grill* for three to four minutes on each side,
or until lightly browned.
*I would recommend testing your recipe on a
skillet with oil before attempting to cook the
patties on a grill.
Recipe adapted from thecookful.com.

Dessert
Beginner
Something about Key lime just screams summer to me. The Daiya Key Lime Cheesecake
is completely vegan, and emulates the real
texture of cheesecake. Along with nailing the
texture, it’s pretty freaking delicious. Bring it
to the your barbecue without the packaging,
and no one will even notice it’s vegan.
Advanced
Cold treats are absolutely the way to go for a
barbecue. Just make sure to have a cooler on
hand! Creamsicles are a classic, but unfortunately the “cream” part can leave plant-based

eaters without a sweet treat to cool off with.
Never fear, making vegan creamsicles is
easy, and there are a million different combinations you can come up with.
Staples:
1 can full-fat coconut milk
1 teaspoon lemon juice
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
Mix and match:
2 cups fresh fruit (e.g. strawberries, blueberries, peaches)
1/4 cup liquid sweetener such as maple syrup or agave nectar
1 ounce vodka (or more to taste if making
boozy creamsicle)*
1 cup fresh herbs or greens**
Blend together ingredients until smooth.
Pour mixture into popsicle mold (a baking
pan will also work, but will make ice cream
bars instead of creamsicles), add popsicle
sticks and freeze for several hours or overnight.
*Vodka helps the mixture freeze with more
creaminess. One ounce of vodka won’t affect the taste, but adding more can turn
them into an alcoholic dessert.
**If using greens like spinach or kale, blend
thoroughly with the rest of the ingredients.
If using fresh herbs like basil or rosemary,
add them after blending the other ingredients and pulse until flecks appear.
Recipe adapted from withfoodandlove.com.
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Sorbet

Milkshakes
Cold cocktails to beat the
summer heat
• by Ashley Nelson •

W

hen it starts to scorch here in Columbus, nothing sounds
more refreshing than a popsicle or a frozen lemonade—
especially if it’s been spiked with booze. What’s not to
love? You get to cool off and work up a buzz! It’s the best
of both worlds when it’s 84 degrees and humid as hell out.
These treats will have you sent back to your childhood of chasing
down the ice cream truck man, and they’ll have you a little tipsy too.
From boozed out milkshakes to iconic orange creamsicles, here’s how
Columbus stays cool with frozen boozy concoctions.

Popsicles

Milkshakes are such a classic summer
staple. Our grandparents’ parents
drank ‘em on special occasions.
Our grandparents shared them over
burgers at a diner. And our parents
have continued the tradition. Now it’s
time for a new tradition, and that’s
milkshakes with liquor. Hadley’s is
growing as a brunch spot, but let’s
not forget about their boozed up
milkshakes for $10 a pop. The flavors
rotate throughout the year—the Oreo
bonanza will have you thinking you’ve
been doing milkshakes wrong you’re
entire life—and the shakes are huuuuge
so bring your best drinking buddy and
ask for two straws. Or go alone and get
one straw. Your call. Moving back to the
Short North and into Standard Hall one
more time, the little brother milkshake
cocktail is perfect for you coffee lovers
out there. It’s got vodka, a scoop of
vanilla ice cream, and Thunderkiss
coffee for $9 a drink. Need I say more?

Popsicles are one of the summertime treat essentials. Sure, to some it’s just a
mixture of sugar, water, and food coloring that has been frozen. But at Pint House
and Standard Hall, they know it’s more than that. Pint House truly channels your
nostalgia with its orange creamsicle push pop, and knows how to hit on your love
for Ohio State with the buckeye push pop, both at $6 a piece. The buckeye push
pop is great for die-hard fans, but the orange creamsicle is a must try. And while
Pint House keeps it old school with hints of new flair, Standard Hall is really flipping
the frozen cocktail idea on its head. Everyone loves strawberry daiquiris and who
doesn’t love pina coladas (and getting caught in the rain!)? Standard took those
iconic flavors and made popsicles out of them. They are dangerously delicious,
and a buck cheaper ($5) than their counterparts at Pint House. The alcohol flavor
is almost completely masked by the strong flavors of mixers and juices so don’t
be surprised if you find yourself eating one after another. And if you walk away a
little too tipsy.
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“Hey, 1870! I’m not 21. I want to
enjoy boozy and frozen treats
too!” - anyone with a fake ID
reading this, probably. Don’t
worry. Though you won’t catch
a buzz off this, Jeni’s Frosé
Sorbet can at least give you the
facade of trying some liquor.
It’s everything you love about
Jeni’s frozen treats—smooth,
creamy, tasty—combined with
everything you haven’t legally
enjoyed yet—liquor! It’s $12 to
scoop a pint (this is a double
entendre to anyone woke), so
grab a friend to half the pint and
the price.

Slushies

In a time where slushies are
common and can be found at
any gas station on any corner,
Dirty Frank’s Hot Dog Palace
dares to be different. Frank’s has
four different kinds of slushies
on tap and he’ll let you throw
in your choice of whiskey, rum,
gin, vodka or tequila in any one
of his signature flavors. The safe
betters will probably go with the
Cowboy Curtis—RC cola mixed
with a cherry slushie—and add
rum, but the true adventurers will
try the Hot Rod Slush—Monin
habanero-lime syrup swirled into
a lime slush—with some tequila.
But if you really want your spiked
slushies to pack a punch, head
over to Oddfellows. They’ve got
three flavors spinning in the oldschool slushie machines, but
you’ve gotta try the wildberry
mule. A little (ok, a lot) of Kettle
One Vodka with wildberry puree,
fresh ginger, lime juice, and
simple syrup. You don’t have
know what half that means, just
know to order it.
1870mag.COM • JULY 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Steppin’ Out This Summer
by E m m e F u r lo n g a n d E yo n E r tac h e w • ph oto s by j u l i a n fo g l i e tti

A

s a native Californian, nothing makes me feel more in tune with my soul
than when we finally get those summer days here in Ohio. I am definitely
my happiest when I can spend long summer days relaxing with friends and
family, exploring local farmers markets, and obviously getting my hands on
as many cups of iced coffee as possible. The key to a perfect summer day is the perfect
outfit! My style has a vast range from edgy and street influenced, feminine and floral,
and relaxed and retro, and I love channeling all three into my summer wardrobe!

Look #1
“ I’m not a huge shorts fan and never really was one. I
don’t know why but I feel like it’s so hard to find that
perfect pair of denim shorts. In order to keep things
cool while still keeping things cool ( you following
me?), I love having a go-to pair of lightweight cargo
pants to edge up my day-to-day look. These pants
are from the brand IAmGia and have been rocked
by supermodels and socialists like the Hadid sisters
and Dua Lipa”

Look #2
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“I honestly used to hate wearing prints and color,
wearing my minimalist soul on my sleeve (literally)
at all times. But I couldn’t stay away from these
pants!! An easy culotte pant is such a great piece to
your summer wardrobe and honestly feels like you’re
wearing pajama pants. The only thing better is this
fun stripe print I can’t take my eyes off of. I wanted
to keep it easy and fun by pairing it with a tied up
band tee and some sandals, perfect for all-day outdoor
festivities.”
1870 MAGAZiNE • JULY 2018 • 1870mag.COM
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S

ummertime is all about rooftop bars, outdoor
patios, and good music with some good people.
It’s safe to say that this summer, besides the
few pockets of freak storms that we’ve had, the
weather has been nothing but sun and good times. I don’t
know about you, but if I wanna feel good, I gotta look
good too. How does one prepare for a night out in the
summer? Well here is a guide to help inspire some looks,
depending on your style/mood for the night.

Look #1
(Yellow striped shirt, jeans, vans)

“This look is gonna be for your casual dressers,
those who like to effortlessly and comfortably look
good. The vintage/90s trend has been sweeping the
industry (as well as Urban Outfitters) and yellow is
definitely a hot summer color. Throw in a good pair of
light washed jeans with an old school t-shirt and vans
and BAM! You’re back in the 90’s”

Look #2
(Flower shirt and shorts w/ chain)

“Now a look like this is definitely my go-to, one
that’s more out there and will turn some heads (but
in a good way). I love the softness of the flower print
mixed with the edge that the chain gives off, and the
floral and shorts combo definitely screams summer!”
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The Columbus

Staycation

Guide

i

t doesn’t matter if you plan to spend an entire
month in one of these cities or just a few hours,
these staycation guides are built to be convenient
to anyone’s schedule. You’ll find new favorite
eateries, bars ranging from low key to quite literally
up-scale (VASO is a rooftop patio in Dublin and it is
so boujee, you’re gonna love it), and places that offer
entertainment that doesn’t require drinking—but it’s
definitely enhanced by drinking. This special section
serves a dual purpose: a guide to staycationing in
Columbus, and an outlook of future living locations for
those about the graduate.
Whether you are 23-years-old and looking for a
new dive bar, or 19-years-old and looking for nonalcohol related entertainment, we got it all for you this
month. Find a free day, grab your best friend, and load
into a car; it’s time to explore the city.
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Downtown
Days
Spend your staycation in the heart of the city
Mitch Hooper

Photo by MEGAN LEIGH BARNARD
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f the Short North is becoming the spot for YoPros to get together to
soak up each others’ pretty faces and sip expensive drinks, Downtown
Columbus is for the real ones who aren’t ashamed to admit they like
dark and dingy dive bars, and probably smoke cigarettes behind their
mother’s back. Wait, just me?
If you read that and weren’t immediately appalled at the idea of
eating food that isn’t exactly special and grabbing ordinary drinks at
low key spots, Downtown can be your safe haven from everything near the
campus bubble. Not to mention, it’s about time you get out of the confides
and false realities of campus. Sure, Downtown offers all the establishments
that have become iconic to the city—you can still grab tacos at Condado, and
PiNS Mechincal’s duckpin bowling will still be slammed from Thursday
to Sunday—but those places have been gassed up (rightfully so) and it’d be a
disservice to not touch on the underknown spots that make Downtown that
much better.
A day spent Downtown will have you feeling like a true Columbusite.
As soon as you enter in the area, you feel encapsulated by the high rise
buildings. And like the old geezers working their 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. jobs in
those buildings, you can’t really start your day without a cup of joe. Find
comfort in Columbus classics like Stauf’s Coffee Roasters in German
Village or, if Wi-Fi is not of concern, Fox In The Snow recently set up shop
in German Village as well. But, if you are looking to venture into a more
urban feel, Two Dollar Radio Headquarters is where the cool kids go.
Here you can find a new book, catch some tunes from a live DJ, grub on
some vegan bites, and of course, get that morning caffeine rush to balance
out that early morning wake and bake.
Grabbing a bite to eat Downtown is something like a dream. Looking to
keep things on the cheap and find a classic summer staple? Dogs and cheese
fries from Dirty Frank’s. Need to satisfy that sweet tooth? A carrot cake
cupcake from Red Velvet Café can do the trick. Just want to hang in a spot
with cool bartenders and gyros for you and your vegetarian friend? The
Little Palace it is. But that isn’t to say you can’t sit down and treat yourself
to a boujee meal. Lindey’s in German Village is quaint and intimate making
it a perfect date spot—day or night.
I’m sure you didn’t come to Downtown to just eat, although spending
a day devouring food at new spots does sound enticing. However,
Downtown is bubbling with entertainment, friendly for both upper- and
underclassmen. You won’t need a fake ID to spend an afternoon at the
Franklin Park Conservatory channeling your inner Flower Boy (shout out
to Tyler), but there’s only so much time you can spend at the park before
you want to actually do something. That’s where the Scioto Mile comes into
play. Keep things above water level by renting a bike from CoGo for the low
price of $8 for the entire day and you’ll have free roam of exploring the city
at your own speed. But if you are looking to get aquatic, renting a kayak or
stand-up paddle board from Paddle in the City to float down the Scioto
Mile is always a great way to forget you are living inside Wa busy city. 16-Bit
Bar + Arcade is a safe bet for rainy nights or nerding down with your old
buddies from high school, but you will absolutely need an ID to get in so
don’t even waste your time with a fake because they are stingy.
But if you are 21, or own a fake ID that is good enough to fool the
undercovers on High St., set aside some money for drankin’—not drinking.
You’ve got your local breweries holding things down in Franklinton, LandGrant Brewing and BrewDog as well as the dive bar Rehab Tavern that
serves up local brews. Keeping things low key, Olde Towne Tavern is the
perfect spot to grab some drinks during happy hour ($5 plate of vegetarian
nachos, $1 pretzel sticks served with queso and honey mustard, and half off
drafts) while you work on your buzz on the patio out back. Just down the
road is the small set up at The Oracle which was recently opened by the
minds behind Yellow Brick Tavern, which is conveniently in the area as
well. But (for some unknown reason beyond my logic) some people don’t
like beer, and Downtown has the connections for liquor lovers and winos
alike. If your bougieness for booze knows no bounds, The Keep at Hotel
LeVeque is where you have to go. The atmosphere is elegant and unlike any
bar still standing on High Street—including the price. Maybe you just stop in
for one drink, maybe you stay for a few. Either way, hanging out in a historic
and lovely building such as the LeVeque is always worthy of an Instagram
post—even if you just stop in for a glass of water.

Second
Helpings
Thursdays
Food Trucks In
The Columbus
Commons
Every Thursday at the
Columbus Commons
you can find food trucks
serving up bites in a
wide open urban space.
Sure this might just be
a quick lunch stop, but
being surrounded by
high rise buildings whilst
munching on some grub
from a local food truck
will surely make any good
day better. Each month
brings in a new speciality
truck and July will bring
you Schmidt’s Restaurant
und Sausage Haus Food
Truck.

7.10 Taco
Tuesdays at
the Columbus
Commons
The Columbus Commons
is more than just a
green space you pass
through on your way to
the Condado downtown.
In addition to food
trucks setting up shop
every Thursday in the
Commons, July 10 will
serve as a Taco Tuesday
where some of the most
famous Columbus taco
staples will stop by
and dish out all of your
favorite tacos.
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Events
In The
Emerald
City
8.3-5 Dublin Irish
Festival
The Dublin Irish Fest
continues to dominate
as one Columbus biggest
attractions outside of
the state fair. Every year
thousands make their way
to Dublin to eat, drink, and
repress their anger until
they die like true blooded
Irishmen do. The festival
brings in a slew of Irish
musicians to play throughout
the weekend, and whether or
not you’re a fan, after a few
pints of Guinness you’ll be
best friends with everyone in
the crowd.

Enter The
Emerald City
The proper way to get down in Dublin
Greg Berrigan
Photo by Collin Laatsch

Y

ou may overlook Dublin, Ohio as a destination to explore
this summer if you’re not a golfer or a country club socialite,
but we promise there is much more to Ohio’s Emerald
City than golf polos, soccer moms, and roundabouts (be
careful, they’re everywhere up there). Take our advice,
Dublin is becoming one of the next best destinations for
food, entertainment, and off campus drinking. In addition,
countless parks, outdoor events, and sightseeing opportunities give
this enormous Columbus suburb its own personality worthy of your
time this summer.
Head into Old Dublin on a sunny day to walk beneath the trees
as you head towards the waterfalls at Indian Run Falls. You’ll find
these peaceful and secluded walking paths provide more than enough
separation from the busyness and noise of campus. After enjoying
your stroll, stop by Dublin’s Jeni’s ice cream location which is just
a quick walk from the falls, or grab a table at Mr. Sushi for fresh
seafood and a great happy hour. Sushi not your style? Not a problem.
Old Dublin has other favorites all within walking distance like
Harvest Pizzeria or Brazenhead.
If you’re in the mood for something more upscale, head across
the river to Dublin’s newest dining, retail, and residential location
known as the Bridge Street District. This “urbanburb” (whatever the
hell that means) has transformed a former driving range into a haven
for our generation. Growing every week with new stores and places
to eat, Bridge Street has already become the perfect place to spend
an evening in Dublin. Head over to Cap City Diner, a brand new
location for one the best of Cameron Mitchell’s dining experiences.
Keep the classy vibe going with cocktails at the AC Lounge, the
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swanky new hotel bar located on the ground floor, or head on up to
VASO, a rooftop bar that sits eight stories up and overlooks the entire
district. Of course it’ll be hard to ignore all of the noise and fun you
hear from the new PiNS Mechanical Bar and it’s just a short walk
away. If this all sounds a tad too expensive, have no fear, food trucks
regularly rotate through the district every weekend. If you’re lucky
you may be graced with the Cousins Maine Lobster truck for lobster
rolls that may put you in a food coma on the spot. We can assure you
that all food served from a truck after 1AM tastes like pure bliss.
If you decide to venture deeper into the city, Napa Kitchen +
Bar is a quiet and authentic Italian restaurant that might cost you
your whole budget but promises to serve you a meal you won’t forget.
Just off of the highway, Flannagan’s remains one of Dublin’s favorite
places to drink, listen to live music, and play some sand volleyball
with friends. They have leagues going on all summer, so grab a few
friends and give yourself an excuse to drink on a Wednesday night not that we think you need one.
As with any city, there’s much more than the food that makes
it worth visiting. We’ll assume that if you’re into golf you already
know your way around the country clubs and won’t waste our time
recommending places to play. While it may not come to mind as top
place to visit, the Columbus Zoo & Aquarium has been an excellent
place to spend the day with family and friends. Winning countless
awards over the years, Columbus’ zoo is an easy thing for us to take
for granted if we have grown up going as kids, but if you haven’t been
recently or have never been then we advise you bump this up to the
top of your to-do list this summer.

Wednesdays

(3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.):

Dublin Farmers’
Market
Sometimes Hump Day just
feels like Monday part three
and a mid-week pick-me-up
is needed to power through
the week. The Dublin
Farmers’ Market can help
put a tired mind at ease.
Find the parking lot of the
Oakland Nursery in Historic
Dublin and you’ll have your
choice of fresh produce to
locally and ethically sourced
meats—we know your
millennial ass cares about
ethically sourced food.
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Vibing In The
(Clinton)Ville
Catching good times with the city’s northside neighbor
Greg Berrigan

icture this: you have been living on campus year after year, going to
the same bars and dining halls during the week, dressing up to go to
that cute new place that opened in the Short North on the weekend,
paying too much for drinks, eating food that tastes awfully similar
to every other place you’ve been going to, and you’re too nervous to
tell your friends that the talk of new spot that is both a pet shop and
a wine bar sounds like a fiscally irresponsible business venture for
everyone involved. No, that’s not a real place… yet. If this sounds like you in
any way, then it’s our guess that you have not given the historic and colorful
neighborhood of Clintonville the time of day.
Push past the the outskirts of north campus, sorry no stopping at
Three’s, and you’ll find yourself in the middle of a Clintonville. What started
as a community of summer homes for the professors of Ohio State has
become today one of the best places to live, eat, drink, and find entertainment. If you’re just passing through, you might stop at their Hot Chicken
Takeover location (it certainly has better hours and a shorter line than the
North Market’s) or grab a drink at Condado’s—which Columbus might just
consider renaming our city after or at the very least a high school stadium…
But, if you are really searching for some places with character then it’s time
you give Clintonville the attention it deserves.
Breakfast is a great place to start for a day in this easy-living community,
and grabbing doughnuts from Tupelo Doughnuts is a perfect place to satisfy your early-morning sugar cravings while we all wait for Katalina’s new
location to open up. Blunch is perfect if your friends and you are grabbing
mimosas and breakfast to start your day, and ff you’re looking for quick coffee pitstop, Crimson Cup is a great for fresh cold brew and slow drip on a
hot day. Continuing the theme of freshness, Lavash Cafe is hands down one
of the best mediterranean restaurants in Columbus and a perfect lunch spot
for some house made hummus and kabobs. If you’re looking for something a
little more traditional, Bareburger has all your greasy American needs.
If food does not get you as excited as it does for us, the Park of Roses is
a beautiful spot to enjoy a summer day. Just behind Whetstone High School,
this park is filled with tennis courts, soccer fields, bike paths, and as the
name suggests—roses. Perfect for any date, this park is as lovely as it sounds.
Just across the street you’ll find Flowers & Bread, a cafe that specializes in
the art of bread baking and flower arrangements. If you’re looking for a bite
to eat then it’s great for an afternoon snack. This renovated building also
offers a variety of classes that you and your friends can take that will teach
you how to make fresh pastries, pizzas, and loaves of bread as well as classes
on flower arrangements (boyfriends take notes).
Clintonville isn’t just about cute parks and bakeries. When the sun goes
down, you’ll want to visit the Studio 35 Cinema & Drafthouse and the Old
North Arcade. Studio 35 is the spot to be for movie and beer lovers because
you deserve to have a place that gives you both at the same time. Always
screening new and popular movies, this theater also comes equipped with
dozens of draft and bottled beers and serves made to order pizzas (seriously, what is better than beer, pizza, and Jurassic Park movies?). If movies
aren’t your style then swing by the Old North Arcade for cocktails and video
games that will make time fly by. But if you aren’t 21 and looking for some
entertainment, Trapped Columbus is a good spot to check out. Trapped
in a room with no way out and the clock racing against you, can you find
an escape? If the sheer anxiety of that doesn’t freak you out then grab your
sharpest minded friends and hit ‘em up because it is built for insane challenge junkies. Just make sure to snag your tickets in advance so you can try
and tackle one of their several escape rooms.

Timely

Entertainment
7.14 Party In The
Parking Lot
This parking lot party will
have everything you love
about festivals: picnic style
foods and food trucks and
live music. But what has me
really gassed up about this?
Chair massages from the
Muscle Whisperer LLC for
$1 per minute. Hit the beer
stand, work on a buzz, and
find the massage chairs to
drunkenly put your muscles
at ease for the day.

Saturdays

(9 a.m. - 12 p.m.):

Clintonville
Farmers’ Market
Pick a Saturday with great
weather and head into the
neighborhood and you won’t
be bored. This farmers’
market extends all the way
through November, and it’s
a great spot to get a fun
snapshot of the city, listen
to live music, support local
business, and sample some
fresh foods. The market
stays true to only selling
goods grown and produced
in Ohio while offering tons of
opportunities to volunteer if
that is more your style.

Photo by Collin Laatsch
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Grand Times
In Grandview

eloquently placed in the center of the plate. Another
positive is that, since the place is so small, you feel like
you’re almost friends with the staff, even though they are
very formal and don’t try to initiate any sort of friendship
with you back.
And of course, the real reason anyone our age decides
to go to anywhere new: to check out the nightlife.
Grandview does nightlife differently, so don’t expect
your typical night out on High St. when you come here.
Boujee drinkers will want to go to Watershed for it’s
chic and secluded vibes. It’s a little expensive, but I
recommend taking your parents. It’s an alcoholics way
of apologizing for playing Edward Forty-hands at the
last family gathering (plus free drinks). On the other
hand, if your speed is more towards the Short North,
Grandview Cafe is where you should be hanging out.
If you have friends, the upstairs portion is a great space
for you and your crowd to lounge and mingle. If you
don’t have friends, the outside patio on the first floor is
crowded enough to force people to deal with you for the
night. As for the rest of us scrapping quarters together
from underneath our car seats, Woodland’s Backyard
is the spot. All the way down Grandview towards the
highway you will find a gas station. And then behind that
gas station you will find Woodland’s Backyard which is
basically like a playground for adults who like to drink. Of
course there is an inside that offers beer on-tap and other
not beer drinks, but outside you will find an outdoor bar
and several sand volleyball courts. If you aren’t a big fan
of sand or volleyball or sand volleyball—no problem! You
can do something more fun like play mini bowling in, or
drink more alcohol. •

The Grand Times
Keep Rolling
7.21 Twister at
the Grandview
Theater and
Drafthouse
Sure it’s a terribly made
movie, and sure the plot
sucks, but that’s why it’s
fun! You can take a stab at
watching this movie sober,
but it’s not recommended.
Smoke a bowl, beer bong
some wine, or sip on a beer
in the lobby—whatever
your vice, just be in your
seat by 11 p.m. for this late
night screening.

The Grandview Hop
Every last Saturday of the
month in the summer,
Grandview holds their own
version of Gallery Hop complete
with live music as well as local
food and art. July’s installment
brings in food trucks like the
Columbus newcomer Cousins
Maine Lobster in addition to
Put It In Your Face Sandwich,
Pitabilities, Moose Mobile
Kitchen, and Explorers Club.
But most importantly? The beer
garden is located on Second
Avenue off Grandview Avenue.

Get to know our not-so-distant neighbor
Olivia Balcerzak

I

f you’re too old for campus, too nice for Upper Arlington and
too welcoming for the Short North, Grandview is the perfect
spot for you. As a relatively small suburb, the majority of what
encompasses “Grandview” lies on Grandview Avenue as well as
Fifth and Third avenue intersecting it. The rest of the magic of
Grandview rests in those that inhabit it who seem to constantly
keep each area booming with local businesses, random festivals
and friendly faces.
Starting your day in Grandview means finding a central location,
and Stauf’s Coffee Roasters is where I like to start my adventure.
Maybe it’s because I work as a barista there. Maybe I’m biased. Or
maybe it’s the 40+ pourover and tea options, cold brew and espresso,
quick-for-a-hipster-place lattes, homemade pastries and, the cutest
big/little coffee shop to show your friends you’re cultured, but still
trendy. But if you’re looking for that “at home” feel, DK Diner is the
place for you. The famous donut sandy is an egg sandwich made on a
glazed donut, the homefries are the shit, the food is reasonably priced
, and the strainers used for lampshades as well as serve-yourselfcoffee in personal mugs gives you exactly what you’re looking for.
Somewhere in the mix of typical movie theaters, drive-ins, that
one theater with reclining chairs in Dublin, and at-home theaters
lays the Grandview Theater and Drafthouse. Before entering
the theater itself, you can already tell what the vibe will be. The
traditional-style sign advocating all 40 beers on tap paired with the
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sheek bar layout with wood walls and ceilings on the inside as it
contrasts the candy and popcorn in the showcase below let you know
this is a real adult theater. Best of all, GT&D serves pizza and (did I
mention?) reasonably priced draft beer.
The Grandview Shopping Center also offers plenty to do. Wanna
buy some jewelry you probably don’t need? Red Giraffe Designs can
hook you up with some new jewelry with handmade designs that can
be custom ordered in the store, plus the two for $10 deal on rings is
a steal. Looking to grab some tacos—sober or drunk? Local Cantina
is open until 2:30 a.m. so you already know your drunk ass loves that
place. Speaking of late night eats, Big Mama’s is in the area and they
are the Mexican equivalent to PJ’s on campus. Meaning it’s loaded up
with a bunch of extra shit and it taste great at 3 a.m.
Beyond just the late night bites and drunken food, Grandview
hosts Sweet Carrot and it’s a great option for lunch. When you think
barbeque many of you think of your one fat uncle who brings his own
bib to any family event involving ribs and spits sauce in your face
while he talks— Korean barbeque is much different. Whether you get
the corn-cake pancake, fried artichoke, chicken meatballs, or soup
you will not leave feeling greasy and 1,000 pounds heavier like you
do at a typical barbeque. Round out your day of dining in Grandview
by making a reservation at La Tavola. Be sure to make a reservation
because, while the place is small, it is constantly packed with people
eager to try the gnocchi, pasta and large chunks of meat weirdly
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